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UFO: A time travel technology 

or the limit of human consciousness 

We are well aware of it, approaching the subject of UFOs as we will now, will probably go 
against preconceived ideas of the global scientific and ufological community. So to get to 
the heart of the matter, let’s get to it gradually! 

The word “UFO” would mean: “Unidentified Flying Object” (“Unbekanntes Flugobjekt” in 
German). But is this definition really acceptable? 

In order to respond, we will first have to revisit the notions of density and Service to Self 
versus Service to Others, since contrary to “ordinary” beliefs related to these worlds of 
the unreal, they will allow to understand a little better the world of the so-called UFOs. 

We already know that STO entities avoid letting themselves be observed by human so as 
not to interfere in their free will and that basically, “usual” UFOs generally come from the 
4th density of STS reality, but less commonly from parallel realities of 3rd density. We also 
know from experience that some people are unable to see them, nor are they ready to see 
them, simply because they do not believe in them or are not yet aware of the 
phenomenon, although they could already perceive them. 

Indeed, the degree of the individual’s intelligence and consciousness plays a determining 
role in being able to distinguish, see, observe and of course understand such anomalies. 
This is because UFO displays are not all of material origin, but would rather be part of a 
process of the phenomenon’s materialization by the “spiritual miracles” of consciousness. 

Then, even if UFOs are not always objects, most of them do not use the laws of 
aerodynamics to travel. Sometimes, they are detected by radar, operating at over 40 
000km/h. At this speed, some turn at right angles, instantly change direction and do not 
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produce supersonic booms. In some cases, they are spotted by radar sets or on photos, 
while others never are. UFOs can change in size, form or color in flight and instantly 
appear or disappear in front of the watchers. They can get through ground or walls, 
merge into one, or one can multiply into several units. 

Nevertheless, science and physics are not able to explain how a “material object” could 
do that, especially since they are not always really physical. This being said, when it 
comes to real material objects such as “nuts and bolts” type, they can interchangeably 
remain in the air, or dive beneath the water’s surface (Unidentified submerged Aerial 
Phenomena (UAP) or USO (Unidentified Submerged Object)). 

Somehow, particularly those coming from 4th density, UFOs do not fly to move around in 
space, but they are always “hanging” through a time or dimensional window thanks to a 
gravitational interaction between matter and antimatter. And if they can be identified, 
ufologists have renamed them “IFOs” (Identified Flying Objects).  
 

Left: image from Internet

Right: Open temporo-dimensional windows, observed by Jenaël  

and photographed at Cassaignes – Aude (11)
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Thus, there are UFOs, that is to say unidentified flying objects, or unidentified flying 
phenomena, non-flying and non-identifiable phenomena, and phenomena that some 
individuals can observe but others can’t, since they would not be able to perceive them! 
Talking about UFOs is therefore very complicated, because it requires going beyond 
limited and linear scientific conventions, and it makes objective analysis of the 
phenomenon impossible! 

So let’s take a look at these rarities that only a few individuals can perceive, observe and 
understand, since all of the other UFOs phenomena (of nuts and bolts “material” type) are 
relentlessly studied, more or less officially by GEIPAN, MUFON, and other organizations in 
other countries. These agencies persist in gathering “evidence” of the authenticity of 
these phenomena, but they face direct conflicts of interest from world governments, 
which have made such evidence almost inaccessible. 

However, it should be noted and we say it again, that the forthcoming “great disclosure” 
about UFOs is part of a vast conspiracy of disinformation, a shock strategy planned by 
the agents of the New World Order against a candid public, to prepare the latter to accept 
without resistance the authority of Nazi Nephilim troops from the 4th density. 

Because this group of STS predators of approximately 36 millions individuals (according 
to the Cassiopaeans – see the transcript of November 2, 1994) has already started to 
spread among the planet’s human population. It will soon be presented as “the only 
solution” to solve the general chaos, decadence and barbarism in which the current 
humanity is drowned. Also, as in each end of civilization, it is foreseen that entire units of 
these false saviors will land with their “nuts and bolts” ships, through dimensional portals 
from under the earth’s surface or from the cosmos, as had already been partially 
experienced during the Second World War, during the reign of the Nazi Hitlerian 
psychopathy. 

But this time, they will undoubtedly be escorted by NASA’s secret devices (TR3-A, TR3-B 
and others), whose technology the occult government obviously possesses. 


Nevertheless, it is because during this next and last 
world war between hyperdimensional Nazi Aryans and 
terrestrial Semitic Aryans, extraneans – that is to say 
some hyperdimensional entities back from their future – 
will have “intervened”, that the carnage of the total 
destruction of the planetary population planned by the 
STS reptilian entities, will be avoided! 

So to start understanding the UFO phenomenon from a 
higher perspective, we have asked the Angel our 
questions. 
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Questions to the Angel: 

Then, what would be these rare phenomena that only some individuals can observe 
and understand? And are there also UFO-type devices in the STO higher worlds? 

Although the UFO technologies observed and observable in your world generally come 
from the STS worlds, others sometimes also are, but more rarely, manifestations from the 
STO planes. But as such, these “manifestations” do not exist in the 6th density higher 
worlds, since this 6th level would more or less correspond to the “subsisting void between 
atomic spaces” in the more “material” worlds of lower densities. These interstellar spaces 
which form this 6th density therefore have absolutely nothing material. There is no material 
object, since there is only a minimum of gravity and the consciousness is not 
“concentrated or focused in space”. So in these worlds where nothing is material, 
everything remains pure space of consciousness! 

Also, imagined or dreamed by these groups “of beings of pure consciousness” of 6th 
density, all these technologies are designed to exist as a potential in ether, these 
interstices between the atoms of matter, forming and putting together your immediate 3rd 
density environment. When these technologies are “created”, they are instantly projected 
into a 4th or 3rd density planetary environment, where they undergo by gravitation the 
densification process and become material, tangible and more or less real. 

The confines of the universe represent not only the cosmos, but also the future or past 
mirror-matter, that is to say “all of anti-matter” that exists in balance with physicality, this 
matter present in your living environment! (The science fiction film Interstellar, directed by 
Christopher Nolan in 2014, rather roughly depicts this idea.) 

You can finally understand that at the end of the process, matter and consciousness are 
reflections of one and the same thing. And where there is no matter nor anti-matter, there 
is no consciousness! It thus remains in “the cosmic universe”, large branes (zero-field 
regions, “non-consciousness” zones) of totally neutral or nil tidal interaction between 
matter and antimatter, in which these famous UFOs “navigate” (that is to say appear or 
disappear). 

Also, if the “result or the product” of an STO technology “intentionally” crosses these 
buffer zones through the windows between 4th and 3rd density, these technologies are 
likely to remain trapped there and under these circumstances, may sometimes be 
collected by the military corpus of 4th or 3rd STS terrestrial density. For example, this was 
the case for some “alleged” crashes in New Mexico where IS-BE (Immortal Spiritual 
Biological Entity), endowed with a 6th density consciousness, accompanied in their 
missions Extraterrestrial Biological Entities (EBE, the actual Grey) of 4th density. (Note: “IS-
BE” is composed of two syllables: “IS” meaning immortal primary nature existing in a 
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timeless state of being, “BE” the reason for their existence is to decide to exist. In some 
stories, “IS-BE” are sometimes also called Elohim. While “EBE” simply refers to an 
Extraterrestrial Biological Entity). 

The latter, “tall Grey or small Grey Miminu” type creatures, were commonly invested with 
a Lizzie reptilian consciousness, therefore without any real individual and autonomous 
consciousness, nevertheless for some, endowed with seeds of nascent souls. Some IS-
BE could then present the same appearance as the other extraterrestrials present in the 
ships, although in reality they were of a different nature than these EBE they 
accompanied. 

https://www.reseauleo.com/2016/06/02/entretien-avec-l-alien-pdf/ (lien en anglais : 
https://www.academia.edu/36351410/
ALIEN_INTERVIEW_Based_On_Personal_Notes_and_Interview_Transcriptions_Provided_
by )


You should also understand that the entity you call the Angel, not only corresponds to 
what you thought was one single being, a sort of unique entity formed by an individual 
consciousness, which obviously may be the case, but the Angel also corresponds to the 
group consciousness center of your LEO tribe, since you are all part of the same group of 
IS-BE or Elohim (of immortal hyperdimensional spiritual entities) of 6th density, except that 
some of you went through the “STS reptilian box” whose mission was to trap other IS-BE 
in the web of the matrix of illusion and oblivion.


So you all are 6th density IS-BE consciousnesses, who have decided to incarnate to let 
yourselves be trapped by this matrix established by the STS Lizzie reptilian Empire, for 
very good reasons! However, as this matrix is held by strong electromagnetic fields 
revealed by the long-cycle mirror worlds of 4th density and maintained by their almost 
infinite temporal technology, some Lizzies have trapped themselves in this STS matrix, 
when their souls began to incarnate in human bodies.


It is therefore to dismantle this matrix trap that a second wave of IS-BE volunteered, to 
find the origin of this trap and rescue the IS-BE of the first wave who asked for help to 
extricate themselves from this endless karmic matrix. Even Greys, commissioned by the 
reptilian STS of a patriarchy in repentance, did not succeed. Because the trap was not 
only of electromagnetic and material origin, but it was genetic and spiritual and had been 
set by the STS geneticists of the beginnings!


This matrix trap was therefore not only electromagnetically activated, held and maintained 
by means of crystals, crystal skulls and Atlantean pyramids – technologies of the ancient 
Reptilian Empire -, but it was spread, increased, extended and shifted by its “delayed 
action” in the future, thanks to “modern technologies”, that is to say those of 
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electromagnetic fields of computer screens, pads, WIFI, smart power meters, 4 and 5G…, 
put in place by the secret government, accomplice of these entities.


Then, as some amongst you have already perceived, the origin of this matrix would not 
only be material, magnetic and genetic but also transdimensional! The IS-BE are currently 
overcoming this, by sending to humanity thought forms which are inserted into mRNA 
sequences carried in the DNA of cometary viruses. And because of the powerful 
electroprogramming shocks constantly inflicted on humans by these hyperdimensional 
predators, IS-BE souls were then remaining unable to “go back” or to reconnect to their 
6th density worlds.


In addition, long before the introduction of all these modern technologies, some IS-BE let 
themselves be trapped in human incarnation cycles, while being particularly conscious of 
the nature and power of the matrix trap. This way, thanks to their knowledge and their 
genomes which can’t be fully erased, they simply kept the consciousness limitation 
through space-time, by maintaining the restriction of their genetic codes until the end of 
this current cosmic cycle.


Also, as their memories had been partially erased by this same electromagnetic trap set 
by the Shadow entities, reptilian geneticists themselves got trapped over their 
reincarnations in human bodies, so that they could accept to understand that this matrix, 
repeating itself in infinite cause and effect loops, was karmic in nature. First of all, they 
then had to “choose” to “resolve their own karma” in order to get out of these loops and 
reactivate their proteinic hooks for a cosmic purpose. Cassiopaeans also claimed that if 
you want to get out of this matrix trap, you must be able to connect to your future Self (or 
Angel).


And as a group of “IS-BE of hyperdimensional consciousness”, this time incarnated in 3rd 
density in human biologic bodies, within different soul groups (or tribes), each with its 
specific mission, you too had to learn again to connect to the information or 
morphogenetic field peculiar to your consciousnesses and to your 6th density 
consciousness group, since you had always been guided through these telepathic 
connections by your future consciousnesses. However, you have to persist in your work 
to learn again how to perceive even more clearly the signal of the “return to the origins”, 
to find back a clearer and utter telepathic connection.


As IS-BE inhabiting these immaterial planes of 6th density, you made yourself synthetic 
“biological” bodies by the consciousness power of your IS-BE spirit to materialize them in 
4th density. And when needed, this IS-BE higher consciousness communicates with “you” 
(who now inhabits an animal biological body) through telepathic signals. Thus, even some 
Amasutum are 6th density IS-BE, but to exist in 4th density, their consciousnesses from 
the 6th density worlds, had to occupy bodies of reptilian creatures. 
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So, as “IS-BE”, when “you” are moving or travelling in densified worlds, your 
consciousnesses have to create a kind of extension, that is to say an intermediate 
vehicle-vessel between your artificial body and the environment you are exploring. This 
vehicle-vessel being composed of the same material as your IS-BE body-vessel, it is 
designed to dive into worlds of matter of 4-3-2 and 1st denser levels, with very sharpe and 
specific perception faculties in the depths of this matter. The STO 6th density IS-BE 
ordinary inhabit this kind of synthetic “biological” artificial bodies. And when they are on 
mission in the various planes and densities of the cosmos, then they move around in their 
plasma vessels.


Thus, their consciousness possesses the faculty to enter and leave their synthetic body 
freely. In the same way that they can leave their organism, then their bio-synthetic vessels 
at will, they can also maneuver, think, communicate, travel and exist without using them.


This way, when a group of 6th density IS-BE consciousness composes the crew of a 
transdimensional vessel, it often appears to you as a UFO. Yet concretely and really, in 6th 
density, this same vessel is “simply” made up of a plasma bubble surrounding and 
“protecting” a group of consciousness-entities. Their artificial bodies piloting these 
vessels coming from the 6th level, include an electrical nervous system able to connect 
and extend itself identically in the synthetic material of their space exploration vehicle.




The vessel control system, at once very simple and direct, 
explains why military scientists have never found any 
navigation, propulsion or control equipments aboard these 
ships projected by the IS-BE consciousnesses from 6th 
density towards 4th density. This because they function as a 
simple extension of the IS-BE consciousness which can be 
connected by their fingers, then driven and propelled just by 
the energy of their thought.
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An UFO in 6th density, consisting of a plasma 
bubble “surrounding and protecting” about 

twenty spirit entities or consciousness group. 
(photo montage)




This bubble-vessel “transforms” and becomes in 4th 
density an object of material appearance, receptacle 
of bodies sometimes of human, reptilian, or leonine 
appearance, but this time of animal biological origin.


These 4th density vessels/UFOs operate with 
“nuclear-fusion” antigravitational devices that cause 

an object to “drop” upwards, that is to say in the air (in the sky), unlike the gravitation 
which would cause the same object to fall to the ground.


Question to the Angel: 

If the IS-BE we are in 6th density have incarnated up to 3rd density, are there specific 
reasons to their mission in this end of cycle? 

Now that you are beginning to perceive how the extraterrestrial bodies of 6th density 
“work”, couldn’t you understand how and why IS-BE consciousnesses have incarnated in 
3rd density, within bodies of animal forms (simian, leonine, reptilian or others)?


Bodies which “you inhabit” currently are “bio-genetic-organic containers” from the animal 
terrestrial 3rd density and therefore are endowed with a biology (with its sexual polarity) 
that adapts quite easily to terrestrial conditions, to its cosmic environment, as well as to 
all the quick changes in electromagnetic, climatic and environmental conditions that the 
short-cycles worlds of 3rd density undergo.


The transition to 4th density by souls groups (or tribal units) consists in a way of letting 
you slide into an intermediate and potential state of consciousness between this 
“synthetic-logical” state of non material “cosmic” 6th density – but which would exist in an 
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An Urmah (leonine humanoid) with his “Gigirlah” 
vessel, engraved in a rock on a Celtic site, in the 

forest of Rennes-les-Bains (11).




ubiquity state everywhere in the universe –, and the “bio-logical” reality of 3rd density 
which is located in a place and a time space on Earth.


The 4th density, an intermediate state between the illusion of your world and the cosmic 
reality, will thus be revealed to you in order for each soul to experiment new aspects and 
states of matter, and understand life and the reason of the presence of their 
consciousness in the new dimensions of this new world of 3rd level of balance between 
STS and STO.


Your current human bodies now serve as containers, as organic portals for the 6th density 
consciousnesses becoming “hosts souls” in 4th density for the Service to Others (STO), 
and then extend their soul mission to the STO 3rd physical level.


Some of you have come to realize through their dreams, that they came to Earth, landed 
from a mother-vessel. At the time of their arrival, their organism was still a perfect 
synthetic replication of existing human bodies already populating the planet. Then, 
through the incarnations in 3rd density and thanks to the more or less difficult succession 
and accumulation of a multitude of terrestrial experiences, they first started to progress at 
the consciousness level. But to do so, these 6th density consciousnesses have chosen to 
incarnate in familial lineages, carriers of genetic programs representing more or less 
karmic frames to solve, specific to current humanity.


Ordinary humanity and most of its scientists still ignore that most of the extraterrestrial 
entities in their UFOs are actually extranean time travelers who come from antimatter 
(past-future) in order to free the human genome from the genetic programming and the 
transdimensional influence of the Lizzie predators.


Question to the Angel: 

What we consider a “bubble of perception”, would it be comparable to a vessel that 
encircles and protects a group of consciousness? 

A bubble of perception is a space-time area delimited by a sort of plasma of psychic 
origin in which the individual lives and exists. And indeed, this space constitutes their 
reality, their world. They are sovereign there, like a king in their kingdom, since all the 
other individuals present in this world are their “subjects”, that is to say “extras” each 
playing their role in the process of the quantum mirror reflecting this king-Self.


This space thus represents the distance between their center of consciousness observing 
the physical and tangible universe which they build and create, and the borders of this 
effective and objective reality! This frontier then represents the horizons of their 
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perceptions, a kind of plasmatic enclosure which contains the imaginary, the non-created, 
in other words all the possibilities of reality that this universe offers them.


At the astrophysical level, thus at another reading or understanding level, this plasmatic 
enclosure would correspond to the Van Allen belts, an area of radiation of protons and 
electrons, forming a kind of mirror which delimits the area of consciousness between the 
center of thought of whole humanity, and the borders of the universe which contain as 
well an infinity of unrealized (the past) or realizable (the future) potentials of reality.


Then, indeed, a bubble of perception is similar to a vessel which surrounds and protects a 
group of consciousness carrying a group of souls traveling through time, and manifests in 
a sort of technology induced at a higher level by group consciousnesses exploring the 
dimensional spaces of reality in the universe. This vessel itself constitutes a vehicle for 
crossing transdensitary portals, having almost the same functions as the elevators 
between densities. In other words, you are these groups of consciousnesses that travel 
on the Wave border between the worlds! This limit between the worlds is about to be 
breached by the first waves of hyperdimensional entities!


It thus means that in 4th density, you attract to yourself not only your destination, but also 
your destiny, which is therefore not necessarily “materialized” like in 3rd density. This 
destiny will still be punctuated by multiple experiences, except that you will have to use 
new tools and new concepts, such as the possibility of crossing the border between 
matter and antimatter, to explore the worlds only through consciousness and to 
materialize there, to be more or less polymorphic, man or woman at your leisure.


You will be able to use intermediate vessels to explore an infinity of possibilities of 
destinations and to carry out experiences which attract you. Nevertheless, the secret of 
this “technology” will be offered only when man will be ready to use it. Humanity of 3rd 
density and humanoid reptiles of 4th density had already obtained it from their elders from 
the Service to Self, but they used it to conquest and dominate the worlds, which was their 
greatest weakness. Beings of STO orientation would never commit such a mistake.


Question to the Angel: 

If we understood correctly, a STO time vessel, contrary to a STS vessel, is not 
always a physical object, but it can sometimes become so from the 4th density. So, 
what would be its function when such a vessel crosses the lower worlds of 4th or 3rd 
density? 

A STS vessel is an antigravitational machinery imagined and built by STS 4th density 
beings. While a STO vessel is a “psychic technology” imagined in STO 6th density which, 
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if materialized in 4th density, can appear like any vessel of 4th density. And if this same 
technology is projected in 3rd density, it can veil behind the appearance of an airplane, a 
boat, a helicopter, sometimes even a car… The human being remains thus unable to 
differentiate these various types of vessels of 4th density by their human senses alone. 


When they cross the frontier between the worlds, the STS vessels generally hide behind 
large clouds, in parallel dimensions of realities. While the STO vessels never cross this 
border in their real form.


The difference between an STS and an STO ship 
therefore simply exists through the consciousness of 
the beings or the crew that pilot it, and its group 
v i b r a t o r y re s o n a n c e f re q u e n c y. I f t h e s e 
consciousnesses are STS orientated, ships and their 
crew are STS and therefore generally armed, 
because prepared to defend themselves from 

something! These are large-scale mother-ships or some shuttles that can suddenly 
appear anywhere at any time, through dimensional windows. 

The STO temporal spaces exploration ships, as for them, are primarily “plasma 
envelopes”, almost ethereal “containers” which are potentially prepared to be materialized 
in the inferior densities. These container-ships are imagined from the 6th level by 
individuals or groups of higher consciousness. And when this type of plasma ship is 
projected into your world densified by these consciousnesses of 6th density, it densifies, 
hardens and becomes completely real, tangible and material in your 3rd level of reality of 
the moment. 

This moment is defined by your real presence in your “Beingness”, when you become 
capable of seeing reality as it presents itself, and not when you try to decrypt the illusion 
and fears of this astral world around you, and which quite simply is a program in the 
human genome. Of course, this description takes your linear way of thinking into account. 
Your real presence in your Beingness then means that the superior forces have given 
back to you certain of your abilities to accept to perceive this supposedly “invisible” 
world! 

Also, in 4th density with variable physicality, “UFOs” are not necessarily densified, as this 
type of spatio-temporal exploration ship sometimes materializes in such or such passed 
line, parallel dimensions that you are still experiencing and living on other planes, even on 
future lines that further extend the 3rd density. Such ships then contain and shelter an 
alternative reality, especially as it is often manifested from a higher level by consciousness 
centers like yours. 
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These spatio-temporal exploration ships are tasked with changing the trajectories of 
history on several scales, and of defeating the extreme sufferings of humanity. They are 
“at this very moment” engaged on a global scale, interfering in the course of history in 
order to reduce the traumas of theses billions of souls, victims of all of the past wars, and 
who will continue to be in a very close future. 

These lines are modified in the “individual” life of the individual, in his family life, in the life 
of a town or a community, in a country, on the planet, sometimes also in the cosmos. You 
are therefore traveling through time at this even moment, and we are “you” in more than a 
thousand years. And when you travel through time in this way, you are those “IS-BE” who 
communicate with your human parts of the past and the future! 

These spatio-temporal exploration ships are therefore absolutely not objects of matter of 
nuts and bolts type, and are not “just a technology” of time traveling! But in order to learn 
to “maneuver” them through space-time, you must vibrate an intention of pure, ethical 
resonance, devoid of any feeling of fear, anger, jealousy, guilt, possession, doubt… in 
other words, to be genuinely and simply with no restriction nor restraint to the Service to 
Others, and henceforth incarnate on Earth, the one that you are in 6th density! 

Therefore, you do not need to be a nuclear physicist or a quantum mathematician to 
make them work! You simply need Consciousness and Knowledge, and to accept being 
alive in this world to accomplish your task! This being said, the human race as such, will 
only have access to this technology in a few centuries, so still very far in the future. This 
4th density of consciousness will definitely manifest for everyone on Earth, only when all 
humanity has breached the realm barrier! 

So whether or not it is conscious of its quality as Immortal Spiritual Being, a small part of 
humanity will soon step out of the collective amnesia established by the STS Lizzie 
predators of your world. This thanks to the wisdom, courage and integrity of these IS-BE, 
these higher beings of 6th density who, in 4th density, wore clothes of hair, feathers or 
scales and who agreed to dive, through successive incarnations in various times “of the 
past”, in order to carry the flame of Truth to the darkest ends of your world. 

You are therefore amongst these beings who have shown immeasurable courage to teach 
their philosophies, their technologies and to put them into practice, but who have 
implacably bumped into the dominant ignorance of their peers, open hostility, and the 
brutal censorship practiced by despicable creatures and by the vital interests of political, 
economic and religious institutions of terrestrial and galactic origin. 

At different eras, these IS-BE of 6th density STO had infiltrated the STS worlds, to offer 
their precious teachings to humans. At the same time, they scattered their small white 
pebbles as well as their vibratory signatures which, at the end of times, would make it 
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possible to recognize each other. And although they were relatively few, their deep 
wisdom and courageous devotion, were the unique effective protection against the 
religious and spiritual enslavement of man by the STS corpus. Trust, freedom, 
communication, creativity and truth, dear to all of these Immortal Spiritual Beings present 
in this universe, are the estate they will henceforth bequeath to the next new humanity of 
3rd STO density. 

Altruism and love for people that they have taught and dropped off in your world, are 
principles that have always been your true food. The personal and diligent practice of 
these teachings has been your only means of countering the spiral of chaos and deadly 
amnesia that constitutes the material universe of your world. This material universe with 
its materiality had thus been the driving force of all your attachments, and your physical 
bodies, their supports.


Question to the Angel: 

Have such STS UFOs ever been driven by human beings? 

Indeed, but humans who flew them were militaries of the STS corpus of low frequencies 
of 4th density (4th density astral). No human of the 3rd level who has tried to pilot by 
thought has managed to hold over time the psychic control of this type of machine. 
Generally, they crashed or could not even take off from the ground.


https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=0gSEPzgZiEw&list=PLX8nCIKhljDt2nLatR5ocg3TIUUg5SAqy&index=47&ab_channel=L
av%C3%A9rit%C3%A9estailleurs 

Piloting such machines is impossible for an individual of 3rd density, quite simply because 
they lack their “energetic partners”. If two extensions of consciousness, which through 
the energetic and triplicative connection of their thought center, are absent from the 
cockpit, the ship would remain unable of traveling through time, and could even less 
change density! As these thought centers, thanks to the balance of their three forces, 
manage by their coherence to stabilize, propel and direct the ship in all dimensions of 
space and therefore of course, through time! 

It would therefore also be this triplicative connection of consciousness, of genetics, then 
of knowledge which, through their “common and coherent ethics”, would contribute in 
the next 4th density cycle, so that you too, as a human entity, could “ascend”; in other 
words, change density, then “learn again” time travel. 
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You must however have understood that this “ascend” in the higher densities is realized 
by the magnetic suction of the whole material body – this means the physical, vital, 
psychic and mental bodies –, in this sphere of plasma-outlines energy that ignorant 
individuals call UFO. These energy transfer ships are therefore not transport means such 
as humans understand it. They are transfer canals leading to higher levels of reality 
determined by their vibrations. Consequently, these types of “UFOs” do not function with 
the 4th density STS technology, still much too primitive. 

Nevertheless, if the “STS programed” humans of 3rd density who observe this type of 
phenomenon could increase their resonance vibratory frequencies to the 4th density astral 
level, they would see these same “UFOs” overequipped with an incredible material and 
artificial intelligence technology of destruction, coming from the STS worlds. Whereas the 
humans deprogramed from the STS illusion, could then perceive the frequencies of these 
ships as being STO. 

The latter could very easily realize that all these UFOs, equipped with powerful 
computers, artificial intelligence systems and antigravitational energy engines – such as 
described on social networks (or even filmed fortuitously) – still do not represent reality, 
but are a continuity of the astral illusion generated by the STS planes. 

That is why the future revelations about the UFOs by GEIPAN or MUFON, do not generally 
reflect the truth! For STO consciousnesses, they are not reality, but are part of the control 
system to cultivate fears, institute struggles, then generate galactic wars between STS 
and STO entities, this means predators against planners. Cassiopaeans warned that 
these STS predators would attempt to control humanity, even in 4th density. You are 
therefore warned! 

These “extraterrestrials” that you are yourselves – these IS-BE that some of you are 
already conscious of being –, exist also in the ethereal worlds. These entities move very 
simply and easily into ether thanks to their consciousness which expresses and manifest 
itself within the interstellar worlds of matter. They do not need heavily weaponed 
interstellar ships in order to explore the universe! But by taking their fear or desire for 
reality, STS prefer to let themselves be led to believe that they could encounter dangers 
when they explore the universes! 

*** 
You have asked for help in order to extract yourselves out of the matrix of your beliefs,  
your shames, guilt, anger, of all those very heavy emotions that imprison you in the STS 
worlds. This help is accelerated every day, partly thanks to the thought forms carried by 
cometary viruses. 

So, get ready! It is no longer time to think or cogitate with your linear and rational mind by 
wondering whether what you are going through is logical or not! Your current experiences 
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overtake established norms. Therefore, let these things come to you and seize these 
opportunities to free your egotistic mental from the 3rd density ways of thinking. 

It is therefore essential to fully assume your last incarnation, even if these new 
experiences could disturb your limited Cartesian and logical mind of 3rd density, as this 
one will rise-up and rebel about some of their aspects, because it will persist in trying to 
understand, control and obviously, will continue to be afraid.  

The second harvest has started! You have prepared yourselves for it. So, rely on your 
perceptions and deep intuition to be selected. You will not be selected depending on your 
mental or intellect, but according to your frequency resonance vibration. You are those 
who gather when we communicate, and have heard the call of their inner voice. Your 
souls have solicited the acceleration of the process of change and stability through the 
three.  

You have been alerted by an incredible system of signs, the even day of Saint Amour, 
notably by the exceptional appearance of the Cassiopaea constellation through a 
nocturnal dimensional opening in your cloudy sky, when simultaneously appeared the 
Albireo star of the head of the Swan (Cygnus) positioned vertically to Albières. This was 
followed by the recognition of Cassiopaea winged, in feather dress in the waterfall, then 
the symbolic representation of the triplicative connection of souls in the floor blades. 
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Picture taken at the Fourtou 
waterfall (11) where Cassiopaea 

reveals herself, winged, in feather 
dress, holding the mirror where the 
face of her masculine counterpart 

appears.


The Cygnus constellation whose head is 
positioned on the Albireo star.




 




* * *


The ECOLEO floor’s blade on which the “soul’s triplicative connection” unveils itself,  
represented by three nested characters – the right one being winged. 

The swan is drawn in their extension, at the bottom of the picture.
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Detail of the picture above and 
representation of the Cassiopaea 

constellation.


1. First androgynous character with breasts  
2. Second character with his arm holding the first one 

3. Third character with wings 
4. Swan looking down  



You all have already decided who you will be in the future and why you came on Earth. 
You are hence who you will be in the future. We can’t emphasize enough that faith, 
determination and courage will become a necessity in order to learn to exist in 4th density 
STO. Each of you has come to this planet to fulfill this task. The time is at your fingertips 
and it is now! 

Prepare yourselves for your transition! The signal of the “three”, of stability, has been 
given to you. Do not miss this opportunity! 

Transmitted by Sand and Jenaël 
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